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ABSTRACT

We present several new issues to be incorporated into a consistent treatment
of high-energy transverse effective-W boson structure functions. The issues in-
clude the numerical importance of the proper choice of scale, and the g2 evolution
of the boson structure functions in an Altarelli-Parisi framework. "We investigate
a novel effect of the V-A coupling which produces a sizable intrinsic polarization
of the W distributions. A preliminary estimate yields a left- to right-helicity
structure function ratio W£/W£ a 1 - 21/(1 - x) + 21/(1 - x)2. For x £ 0.06,
there are two left-handed W+ ' s for every right-handed one in an unpolarized
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1. Introduction

The effective-W approximation is a potentially valuable tool for analyzing

high-energy weak interaction processes, in particular, those which are relevant to

the SSC. The simplifications of the effective-W calculation, as compared to the

full calculation, can be significant. More importantly, a consistently constructed

approximation should make use of the known couplings of W-bosons to light

quarks in hadrons to probe possible new physics.

fl 2]
The usual approach to the effective-W approximation1 ' ' is based on the

.V

[3]

Weizsacker-Williamsl effective-photon approximation. A priori, one can ques-

tion whether the effective-W approximation should yield the same consistency

as the effective-photon approximation. There are important conceptual prob-

lems because the procedure presupposes a truncation of the full sets of diagrams

usually necessary for sensible high-energy behavior in a massive gauge theory! '

There is some arbitrariness in the definition of the longitudinal polarizations, and

new questions arise when there is interference between longitudinal and triins-

vo» . modes. In addition, we must consider the V-A character of the W-bosons,

iterplay of scaling violations and structure function evolution, and the proper

scale for the evaluation of distribution functions. These features are not present

in the classical effective-photon approximation, but all must be considered for a

consistent definition and prediction of W-structure functions.

In this note, we will take a preliminary look at the most conservative way

in which the above issues modify the effective-W calculations! ' We discuss here

only the transversely polarized W's, as Z's are a straightforward extension we will



report elsewhere,'0' and the longitudinal modes of either are beyond the scope of

this paper.

2. Convolutions

Consider the splitting function for an unpolarized musslcss quark q to produce

a transversely polarized vector boson W? with momentum fraction z:

1 + fl — z\*
y— '- . (2.1)

We use aw = a/2 sin2 0w. The transverse polarizations consist of a sum of both

left- and right-handed polarizations,

(2.2)

However, the V-A interaction of the W couples only to left-handed quarks. The

[7 8]

resulting W's are polarized, as shown by the separate splitting functions:1 ' '

PWL/gAz) = PWR/qn(
z) = ~ .

\izy
 (2-3)

with corresponding equations for qji. Note that W's carrying off a large fraction

z of the parent quark momentum tend to have the same helicity as the quark! '

In the following, we will illustrate this ^vith one flavor doublet, suppressing an

obvious weighted sum over the other q:arks and anti-quarks.

* We propose to use WQ- for the longitudinal polarizations in future discussions.



A simple convolution over the quark distributions, ignoring scaling violations,

would give the following numbers of left- and right-handed, positively charged

W's:

27T i x> PWn/qL(x/x>) PWn/qit(x/x>)) \dR{x')

(2.4)

where £ = ln(S/M^-) and S is a large scale set by the subprocess. The polarization

of the W's is important, even for crude observaMes such as the total cross-sections

of W-initiated processes, because the subprocesses generally contain spin selec-

tion rules. From the convolution of Eq.(2.4), we find the polarization will be the

largest as x —> 1, becaitse this probes the valence quark region and also forces

splittings with z —> 1. In particular, for the proton, where in the valence region

u > d » Uyd, we expect generally more W£ than k'/jj, and slightly more W£

than W^. For the anti-proton, change + <-> — and L «-> R everywhere.

We are not finished yet, as we must use the derived splitting functions to

separately evolve the left and right distributions up to the appropriate SSG

sub-process energy (s). By analogy, the complete Altarelli-Parisi equation; ' '

summing over quarks with difFercnt g2 scales, is not the simple convolution in

Eq.(2.4), but rather

l

) = £ / d In;,2 / ^ E *(*V) Pkfo& . (2-5)
M*,

where A = Lt R.

One of our goals in this preliminary analysis is to estimate the WL/WJI ratio;

for this purpose, we expert, it to be a good approximation to only compute the dx1



integral in the evolution using the crude estimate of Eq.(2.4). This is because the

interesting region where WJ,/WR > 1 comes from valence quarks, which nearly

scale multiplicatively with large ^t2, i.e., the x-shape does not change much.

Clearly, an accurate determination of the individual W-distributions will require

the complete evolution procedure! '

3. Numerical Work

Before performing the convolutions, we can analytically anticipate our results

in the limit re —* 1. The valence distributions go like (l — x')A as x1 —> 1, so we

have integrals of the form:

4 ffr I
(3.1)

where B is the Beta function. We take K = 0,2 for the Wjr,, WR convolutions with

quarks, respectively, and A is about 4 at /i2 *S Af^. This gives us WL[X)/WJI(X) ~

21/(1 — x)2 as x —* 1. To improve on this estimate, we recall that WI/V/R —> 1

as x —*• 0, so there is only one unknown constant CQ in a series

WL , l - co -21 , 21 f

"C0+-(r^r+{r=-^ ' (3-2)

which could be expected to describe WL/WR reasonably well. From the numerical

work below, we find c$ — 1 gives a good fit.

Before presenting the numerical integrals, let us reiterate the importance of

the proper treatment of different scales. If a consistent factorization for trans-

versely polarized W's exists, then the subprocess s sets the scale as in QCD.



Moreover, the rapid variation with /t2 of quark distributions at certain values of

x' makes the normalization of tUo W(x, Q2) functions difficult to guess at. For

example, W's of x ~ 10~4 would be dominated by quarks in the 10~4 < x' < 10~3

region. In this region the up sea-quark distribution' ' ua(x,ft2) varies by about

a factor of two for M2
V < p.2 < 1 TcV2. Ignoring such effects could easily make a

factor of four difference between the physical rate of the transverse WW processes

and prevkms calculations.

We perform the integration using ELHQ Set 1 parton distribution functions

which were generated using an evolution program written by Tung and Collins! '

Without performing the complete evohition, there is an ambiguity in the scale g2

of the parent quark distributions of Eq.(2.4). Since the interesting polarization

effect occurs for larger x, we will assume that a large subprocess scale s is involved,

so the choice of the dominant q2 = 1 TtV2 is presented. It turns out that this

choice affects mainly the normalization and not the x-shape of the W distributions

we present, as anticipated. In Figure 1 we plot both the left and right components

rr+(x) from Eq.(2.4), and the total transverse contribution for an unpolarised

protoa, (i.e., UL = u/2, d^ = d/2, etc.). The transverse total is consistent with

the calculation of Dawson1 J if we choose q = 100 GeV'. More important to

our discussion, we plot the WL/WR ratio in Figure 2. For comparison, we have

plotted our analytic expression (Eq.(3.2)) which is in relatively close agreement

and also gives a good fit at q2 = 104 GeV2. For reference, we note that for

x > 0.06, WL/WR £ 2; for x £ 0.3, this increases to WL/WR £ 10.

* The weighted sum implicit in Eq.(2.4) over all contributing quarks and anti-quarks has
been implemented.



4. EfFects on Processes

The internal polarization of W's that we have discussed can have significant

effects on rates of physical interest. For illustration, we consider the cross section

for transversely polarized W's to fuse into a neutral s-channel, spin-zero resonance

with y1"' couplings such as a Higgs particle. Conserving j'.ugular inorauntum

requires the rate to be proportional to W^(xi) WjFfa) -b W# (zi) ^#(22). A

naive, transversely polarized distribution would incorporate this in the diagrams,

but set WL[Z) = Wji[x)t an incorrect calculation which we denote by OX=JJ. At

the important central point 3:1 = X2 = y/r, the ratio of the true cross-section a

to OL-R is

2(1 + WI/W&) U '9 ' WR

= 0.6,

These numbers present only part of the story for standard model SSC es-

timates. Here the case of WL/WR S> 1 generally corresponds to a large Higgs

mass, an example where in the standard model the longitudinal modes we have

not discussed couple strongly. However, one cannot disregard the transverse W's

since the details of transverse and longitudinal couplings are among the facts

we wish to test at the SSC, and transverse luminosities can be a hundred times

the longitudinal ones. The transverse modes could be especially important for

heavy quark production; ' where an additional Higgs sector could easily upset



the prejudice that the usual longitudinal mod(;.> dominate the effective-W pro-

cesses. Finally, the whole methodology of using the effective-W approximation

to find new particles with new couplings hinges on well-defined, numerically ac-

curate structure functions for every kind of W. These issues and more detailed

numerical estimates will be discussed further elsewhere! '
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Figure 1: The function xVV (x) for Q2 ^ a few TeV2.

Figure 2: The W^(x)/W^(x) ratio in the same Q2 regime as a function of x.

The upper curve is the analytic approximation of Eq.(3.2), and the lower curve

is that calculated in Section 3.
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